Data is the future

Wind Introduction

Wind Information Co., Ltd.
Wind started in early 1990s as the only pioneer in financial information service industry in China. We have witnessed the growth of this industry, and Wind service has become benchmark for the new joiners. Now, Wind Financial Terminal has become the essential tool for professional investors, analysts, traders and academic researchers.
Headquartered in China with Global Presence

Established in Shanghai, Wind has extended its presence in over 40+ cities to serve client side by side. Our branches can be found in all major cities: Hong Kong, Taiwan, New York, London and Beijing, Nanjing, Shenzhen, Wuhan, Chengdu, Dalian, Guangzhou and Tianjin. We have over 3000+ employees specialized in all fields to sustain our first class professional services.
Wind has witnessed a continuously dramatic development in the recent 12 years, posting 150 times increase in revenue, and at an average annual growth rate of 52%.
Vision:
To be a global company which makes data always available

Mission:
Share the value of data

Values:
• Integrity
• Love
• Discipline
• Beauty
Business oriented

- Financial Terminal
- Data Feed
- OTC Platform
- Asset Management System
Financial Terminal

One-stop terminals for financial professionals, with all markets coverage: stocks, bonds, commodities, FX, and funds; efficient tools: analyzing, trading, and management; first hand latest updates globally: news, macro economy, indexes.
Mobile Terminal

Wind Apps available on IOS and Android mobile terminals to keep Wind service available anytime and anywhere.
Data Feed

Vast flexible data API for all types of financial business including quant investment strategies and analyses, to integrate with internal systems and funnels seamlessly.
Asset Management System

Provides cloud based portfolio management service for small and medium AMCs in China through Wind Financial Terminal.
OTC Platform

Almost all institutions and financial products in China are accessible through Wind network. Wind OTC Platform provides matching and trading service for them.
Individual oriented

Stock

Wealth management

Wind Education
Stock

Apps, available on iOS, and Android, facilitate individual stock dealings globally.
Wealth Management

Starting from mutual fund product distributions, to one-stop intelligent solution for personal wealth management.
Wind Education

Interactive courses and training for entry level financial professionist and individual investors.
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